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ABSTRACT 

 

The work investigates the new approach to the complete use of the physical and intellectual potentialities 

of children. The peculiarity of such approach is expressed in the combination of intellectual and physical 

loads under which the intellectual component usually lies beyond the context of the training process itself. 

As concerns morality, it plays the role of the environment of communication. The main instruments 

supporting the children’s motivation mechanisms in the training process are: interest, possibility of the 

instantaneous practical implementation of their solutions, unlimited and diverse physical loads.  
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1 GENERAL 

 

There exist several reasons explaining the necessity to carry on the wide experimental investigation of the 

physical and intellectual potentialities of children, starting from the 3-years-old age: 

 real underestimation of children’s potentialities, laid in the normative documents of paediatrics, 

pedagogics and in the traditions of the upbringing activities of the children’s parents; the 

observation of our own children’s behaviour as the analysis of the opinions and actions of 

paediatricians  and  nursery pedagogues stimulated this research work, 

 the regime of the children’s existence in the average statistical family, not corresponding to their 

interests: The acute lack of substantial communication (especially with fathers) and strong 

limitations, bracing children’s cognition of surrounding. This is so-called “the line of the least 

resistance”, providing the convenient position of parents – the child is provided with meals, 

clothes, toys, TV-set and, certainly, with computer. The child is busy and, at the same time 

doesn’t disturb parents.  

Unfortunately, the results are obvious: physically undeveloped, unhealthy, bad mannered and 

uneducated children, spoiled and split nature of our planet, unjustified aggression and the money being at 

the head.   

To achieve positive changes in children’s development it was necessary to study, and analyse the 

intellectual and physical capabilities of children as well as to reveal the practical possibility of the 

efficient positive influence on children’s thinking and consciousness in combination with the main tasks 

of the research were as follows:  

 searching for the means of achieving the permanent children’s motivation in the process of 

training, 

 revealing the possibility of transferring the control of the physical loads from the coach directly 

to the child in the conditions of the motivated training process, 

 checking up the ways of realizing the intellectual component, depending on the children’s 

interest to the process of training. 
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 checking up the hypothesis on such the children’s successful mastering self-defense soft 

technique skills on the base of the combat Sambo and the elements of Ushu system (Choy style) 

with the simultaneous mastering the laws of morality,  

 solving current everyday problems – correct and adequate expressing thoughts, ethics of 

behaviour, ability to lace up acquiring independently, the fundamentals of the spiritual 

development through the training process. 

The experimental studies were conducted in the combat training gym of the private sport club “Alfa 

Gor”. The gym was equipped with the physical and political maps of the World, “axis of time” (from 

2.5·10
9 

years (B.C.) till nowadays), collection of the volumes of children’s encyclopedia, water- color 

dyes, brushes etc. The group consisted of no more than 20 children (10 pairs). Every summer children 

went to the training camps, for one month. The group consisted only of the coach with the children. 

It necessary to list the principles without which the successful results could not be achieved: 

 respectful attitude to each child; attentive and patient listening to each child, substantial 

communication with the children;  

 oriented to their age group, interests, wishes and peculiarities; moderate use of school didactics; 

adaptation of the Basis Programme of Self – Defense to physical and age peculiarities of 

children;  

 teaching children to master soft technique of self-defense and sports fight of Sambo;  

 use of sports games, general physical training exercises, acrobatics, elements of tango, role plays 

for acquiring the ethical norms of behaviour; use of the intellectual component as a “switch” of 

the child’s attention from the physical side to the informative one;  

 the fact that two children suffering from cerebral paralysis were included into the group and tried 

to do exercises, overcoming pain and obstacles, served the bright example for the other children 

and made them delicate and compassionate.   

The analysis of the works of M. Mantessory [1], L.S. Vygotsky [2], J. Locke, K. Ushinsky and some 

authors allows to state that the chosen approach to the process of training does not contradict the 

principles. At the same time, the synthesis of the methodic used by the author has not analogies at present. 

Perhaps, it had some prototype in the past and was expressed in the “prehistorically” live experience of 

people, when children were accustomed to physical labour and active help to their parents from the very 

early age, simultaneously acquiring the laws of environment and the rules of safe existence in it.  

 

2 CONCLUSION  

 

The method of motivation controlling occurred to be efficient and useful as well as the method of the 

“instantaneous response” justified itself; the absence of the rigid planning of the themes of lessons created 

the training situation, completely differing from the academic atmosphere of schools. According to the 

preliminary data, the underestimation of the intellectual and physical potentialities (capacities) of children 

is near 500%. Unfortunately, the children’s parents are bracing strongly their development, as their vector 

of interests does not coincide with the one of parents. Grandparents often influence negatively the 

children’s development too. The children who continued their training in the other clubs were the best in 

their age group and occupied the 2-nd and 3-rd places in the next age group. At the same time, they 

differed from their contemporaries by their higher level of politeness, literacy, by the wider outlook and 

readiness to help. Some children even tried to correct the native language of parents and advised them 

how wash dishes and to clean rooms. The children with the cerebral paralysis improved their mobile 

activity and lost the complexes connected with their disease.  
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